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Suspended microchannel resonators for biomolecular detection
T. P. Burga) and S. R. Manalisb)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Media Laboratory, 20 Ames Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 27 June 2003; accepted 31 July 2003!

We present a resonant mass sensor for specific biomolecular detection in a subnanoliter fluid
volume. The sensing principle is based on measuring shifts in resonance frequency of a suspended
microfluidic channel upon accumulation of molecules on the inside walls of the device. Confining
the fluid to the inside of a hollow cantilever enables direct integration with conventional
microfluidic systems, significantly increases sensitivity by eliminating high damping and viscous
drag, and allows the resonator to be actuated by electrostatic forces. Fluid density measurements
reveal a mass resolution of 10217 g/mm2 in a 4 mHz–4 Hz bandwidth. To demonstrate
biomolecular detection, we present real-time measurements of the specific binding between avidin
and biotinylated bovine serum albumin. Based on these measurements, we expect that changes in
surface mass loading on the order of 10219 g/mm2 can be detected in an optimized system.
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Label-free detectors for biomolecules in solution ha
great potential for improving the throughput and utility
assays for pharmaceutical and biological research as we
for medical diagnostics and environmental monitorin
While fluorescent and radioactive labeling methods prov
high sensitivity, the necessary sample preparation and
modification of the molecules of interest are often unde
able. Label-free alternatives such as surface plasmon r
nance ~SPR! sensors and quartz crystal microbalanc
~QCM! eliminate the need for chemical modification by pr
viding a direct measure of surface binding based on the
trinsic properties of the molecules. However, the QCM a
SPR sensors are significantly less sensitive than fluo
cence, they require large sample volumes~typically in the
10–1000mL range! and are generally difficult to scale~both
down in size and up in number! without degrading sensitiv
ity. As a result, their utility for biological applications i
often limited.

There are several emerging approaches based on m
fabrication that are aimed at addressing these limitations.
cent examples include field-effect sensors,1–3 integrated
optics4,5 and surface stress sensors.6–8 Resonant beam mas
sensors, while successful for chemical sensing in gase
environments,9–11 have received less attention for biom
lecular detection in solution. This is primarily because t
mass sensitivity and frequency resolution are significan
degraded by the low quality factor and large effective m
that is induced by viscous drag. While the quality factor c
be enhanced by using electronic feedback known asQ
control,12,13 the mass sensitivity, in terms of frequency sh
per mass loading, is not improved.

In this letter, we show that the problems of damping a
viscous drag associated with a resonant beam mass sen
fluid can be circumvented by confining the fluid to the insi
of the resonant beam while leaving the channel exterior
gaseous environment, or vacuum@Fig. 1~a!#. Since the mass
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density of biological molecules is greater than the mass d
sity of the fluid~e.g., proteins typically range from 1.3 to 1.
g/cm3),14 the resonance frequency of the suspended mic
channel is decreased by the adsorption of molecules to
channel walls. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1~b!.
To detect specific biomolecules, the channel walls are fi
functionalized with a layer of capture molecules. Subsequ
accumulation of target molecules on the functionalized wa
decreases the resonance frequency.

The device with internal surface areaA can be modeled
as a harmonic oscillator with an effective massm and reso-
nance frequencyf . The relative frequency shiftD f / f result-
ing from a small surface mass loadingDs5Dm/A is given
to first order by

D f

f
52

1

2 S A

mD •Ds. ~1!

Equation ~1! shows that for a given detectable frequen
shift D f and a resonance frequencyf , the smallest detectabl
surface mass loading is fully determined by the ratio of s
face area to total mass. This ratio can be improved by red
ing the thickness of the fluid layer as well as that of t
channel walls.

Various processes for fabricating suspended microch
nels designed for measuring volumetric mass density h
been reported earlier.15,16As described earlier, suspended m
crochannels for biomolecular detection must be sufficien
thin, and additionally they must be configured for continuo
fluidic delivery for real-time measurements. To address b
of these requirements, we combined a polysilicon Dam
scene process, sacrificial layer etching in hot potass
hydroxide,17 and bulk micromachining to fabricate su
pended microchannels with a wall thickness of 800 nm an
fluid layer thickness of 1.2mm. The fabrication starts by
etching the microfluidic channels in a standard^100& silicon
wafer using photolithography and reactive ion etching~RIE!.
The wafer is subsequently coated with 800 nm low-str
low-pressure chemical vapor deposited silicon nitride a
1.5 mm polysilicon, followed by planarization with chemica
mechanical polishing~CMP!. The CMP process is timed to

,

f
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stop as soon as it reaches the silicon nitride layer so tha
channels remain filled with polysilicon. After the CMP,
second layer of low-stress silicon nitride with the same thi
ness as the first layer is deposited. This layer closes the
crofluidic channels, which are now filled with polysilicon
Again, standard photolithography and RIE are used to p
tern the two silicon nitride layers in order to define the o
line of the resonators as well as access ports to the inside
the channels. The wafer backside is also patterned in
same step to define the locations of through-holes under
suspended sections of the channel. Finally, the sacrifi
polysilicon and the wafer through-holes are etched in a 6 M
aqueous potassium hydroxide solution at 80 °C. We fou
that at this temperature, diffusion does not severely limit
etch rate for the sacrificial layer. We were able to complet
release channels up to 1 mm in less than 20 h with a yiel
80%.

An electron micrograph of three suspended microch
nels is shown in Fig. 2~a!, and a phase contrast optical ima
is shown in Fig. 2~b!. To obtain continuous fluidic delivery to
the suspended channels, a microfluidic network made

FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a! High damping and the large effective mass in liqu
phase resonant mass sensors are avoided by using suspended micro
channels as resonators.~b! Analytes are detected based on their mass den
difference relative to the surrounding solution.

FIG. 2. ~a! ~Color! Suspended microfluidic channels up to 500mm in length
were fabricated using a polysilicon sacrificial layer process. The inset sh
a channel with a height of 500 nm.~b! The optical micrograph shows a
single 300mm long cantilever holding six parallel fluid channels.
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poly~dimethylsiloxane! ~PDMS! was bonded to the chip sur
face. The inlets to the nitride channels were located wit
U-shaped channels in the PDMS so that solutions could
transported with low flow resistance to the low-volume m
crochannels. The device was actuated electrostatically,
the deflection was measured with the optical lever meth
Good electrical conductivity and high optical reflectivi
were achieved by coating the suspended channels with a
nm aluminum thin film. The aluminum was connected
ground, and a drive electrode was brought to within 50mm
of the device by means of a micrometer stage.

Frequency responses were recorded using a func
generator in frequency sweep mode and a lock-in amplifi
To obtain time plots of the resonance frequency, the dev
was placed in a feedback loop, with the output of the defl
tion sensor connected directly to the drive electrode vi
saturating voltage amplifier with65 V output swing. The
drive signal was offset by160 V with respect to ground, and
the oscillation frequency was measured by means of
HP53131A frequency counter. In this configuration we o
served a frequency noise level of 80 mHz rms in a 4 mHz–4
Hz measurement bandwidth.

In order to evaluate the mass resolution, we measu
the frequency response for a 300mm cantilever in the un-
filled state, as well as filled with isopropyl alcohol, and fille
with water. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Tak
into account the known mass densities of the different me
and the design volume of 27 pL, we find a mass sensitivity
107 mHz/pg for small loadings of a water filled microcha
nel. Given this sensitivity together with the 80 mHz noi

idic
y

s

FIG. 3. ~Color! The normalized frequency response curves of a 300mm
long cantilever filled with air, 2-propanol and water are shown. The th
center frequencies are 42.7, 40.1, and 39.6 kHz, respectively The mec
cal quality factor in air is;90 and does not depend on the filling medium

FIG. 4. ~Color! The relative frequency shift for a 40 kHz resonant micr
channel after injection of different solutions is shown for~a! buffer, ~b!
avidin, ~c! bBSA, and~d! avidin.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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level and a surface area of 53 000mm2, our current detection
limit is approximately 1.4310217 g/mm2 over a 4 mHz–4
Hz bandwidth.

We demonstrated biomolecular detection by function
izing the interior channel walls with biotinylated bovine s
rum albumin~bBSA! and performing several experiments
detect the subsequent binding of avidin and bBSA. Cons
fluid pressure was maintained at all times, except during
switching between reagents. Avidin and bBSA were d
solved in phosphate buffered saline at 500mg/mL and 1
mg/mL, respectively. The results of these experiments
summarized in Fig. 4. Each section represents the rela
frequency shift over time, zeroed at the point at which flu
were switched. Figure 4~a! shows the base line signal afte
disconnecting and reconnecting buffer. Figure 4~b! is the re-
sult of switching from buffer to avidin solution. The reso
nance frequency dropped sharply by more than 2 Hz a
seconds after changing fluids. This delay was expected
to the time required for the liquid to flow from the point o
switching to the beginning of the suspended channel. W
we switched back to buffer, the resonance frequency
mained unchanged, indicating that fluid density differen
did not cause the signal. Next, we verified that the freque
also remained unchanged when we reinjected avidin into
buffer filled microchannel. This suggests that all availa
binding sites for avidin had already been occupied. Next,
switched to bBSA solution, followed again by avidin. In bo
cases, a rapid drop in resonance frequency could be obse
@Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!#. The fact that the injection of bBSA
restored the ability to detect avidin in the resonating mic
channel can be explained by bBSA-avidin multilayer form
tion, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. Since there
several biotins attached to each BSA molecule, a new bB
layer ~red symbols! can provide many binding sites for th
subsequent adsorption of avidin~blue symbols!.

None of the binding and control experiments describ
previously revealed frequency shifts from changes in vo
metric density between buffer and bBSA or avidin. Althou
we estimate that these solutions should shift the frequenc
a few hundred millihertz, we found that the complete e
change of fluid within the suspended microchannel often
quired several minutes. Over this time scale, frequency sh
below;1 Hz would have been obscured by drift, which w
often present. In contrast, the high binding affinity of bioti
avidin results in rapid saturation of the surface concentra
even at a fraction of the volume concentration that we
jected.

Our results demonstrate that the relatively large surf
area to volume ratio of the microchannel is advantageous
mass detection. Once a dilute sample enters the microc
nel, the molecules are quickly depleted as they bind to
immobilized capture molecules. As additional molecules
ter, the surface soon collects many more molecules than
present in the surrounding solution. As a result, the enhan
channel concentration produces a measurable change in
nance frequency. This suggests that the binding signal c
be significantly amplified through the use of thre
dimensional surface coatings that improve the capture
ciency.

In conclusion, we have addressed the scaling and i
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gration limitations of conventional label-free methods with
detection principle based on mechanically resonant mic
fluidic channels whereby the channels themselves are the
tectors. We have demonstrated that a resonant channel o
pL volume can be integrated with conventional PDMS m
crofluidics, and in an unoptimized system, we have achie
a surface mass resolution of 10217 g/mm2, which is compa-
rable to most commercial QCMs. We estimate that reduc
the microchannel thickness and increasing resonance
quency by a factor of 3 will improve the sensitivity by ten
fold, and based on previous frequency measurements of
crocantilevers, we anticipate that improved environmen
control will enhance frequency resolution by tenfold.18 The
combined improvements would result in a surface mass re
lution of 10219 g/mm2, which is approximately equivalen
to one protein per square micron. We envision that an ar
of suspended microchannel detectors with this resolu
may provide an alternative to fluorescent-based detection
protein microarrays.
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